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Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies

lowly 5011 # tapeinos {tap-i-nos'}; of uncertain derivation; depressed, i.e. (figuratively) humiliated (in 
circumstances or disposition): -- base, cast down, humble, of low degree (estate), {lowly}. 

lowly 6035 ## `anav {aw-nawv'}; or [by intermixture with 6041] `anayv {aw-nawv'}; from 6031; depressed 
(figuratively), in mind (gentle) or circumstances (needy, especially saintly): -- humble, {lowly}, meek, poor. 
Compare 6041. 

lowly 6041 ## `aniy {aw-nee'}; from 6031; depressed, in mind or circumstances [practically the same as 
6035, although the margin constantly disputes this, making 6035 subjective and 6041 objective]: -- afflicted,
humble, {lowly}, needy, poor. 

lowly 6800 ## tsana` {tsaw-nah'}; a primitive root; to humiliate: -- humbly, {lowly}. 

slowly 1020 # braduploeo {brad-oo-plo-eh'-o}; from 1021 and a prolonged form of 4126; to sail slowly: -- 
sail {slowly}. 



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus 
combined with every place that word is used in the definitions.

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek 
Strong's Dictionary in English Word order.

lowly 06035 ## ` anav {aw-nawv'} ; or [by intermixture with 06041 ]` anayv {aw-nawv'} ; from 06031 ; 
depressed (figuratively) , in mind (gentle) or circumstances (needy , especially saintly) : -- humble , {lowly} ,
meek , poor . Compare 06041 . 

lowly 06041 ## ` aniy {aw-nee'} ; from 06031 ; depressed , in mind or circumstances [practically the same as
06035 , although the margin constantly disputes this , making 06035 subjective and 06041 objective ] : -- 
afflicted , humble , {lowly} , needy , poor . 

lowly 06800 ## tsana` {tsaw-nah'} ; a primitive root ; to humiliate : -- humbly , {lowly} . 

lowly 5011 - tapeinos {tap-i-nos'}; of uncertain derivation; depressed, i.e. (figuratively) humiliated (in 
circumstances or disposition): -- base, cast down, humble, of low degree (estate), {lowly}. 

slowly 01680 ## dabab {daw-bab'} ; a primitive root (compare 01679) ; to move {slowly} , i . e . glide : -- 
cause to speak . 

slowly 07033 ## qalah {kaw-law'} ; a primitive root [rather identical with 07034 through the idea of 
shrinkage by heat ] ; to toast , i . e . scorch partially or {slowly} : -- dried , loathsome , parch , roast . 

slowly 1020 - braduploeo {brad-oo-plo-eh'-o}; from 1021 and a prolonged form of 4126; to sail slowly: -- 
sail {slowly}. 

slowly 1020 - braduploeo {brad-oo-plo-eh'-o}; from 1021 and a prolonged form of 4126; to sail {slowly}: -- 
sail slowly. 

slowly 5188 - tupho {too'-fo}; apparently a primary verb; to make a smoke, i.e. {slowly} consume without 
flame: -- smoke. 



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the 
definitions.

1020 + slowly + And when we had sailed +/ . braduploeo {brad-oo-plo-eh'-o}; from 1021 + slow + and slow 
+/ and a prolonged form of 4126 + sailing + to sail + them that sail + hand and sailed + But as they sailed +/ 
; to sail slowly: --sail slowly . 

5011 + down + of low + degree + am base + and lowly + them of low + to men of low + to the humble + that 
are cast + unto the humble +/ . tapeinos {tap-i-nos'}; of uncertain derivation; depressed, i .e . (figuratively) 
humiliated (in circumstances or disposition): --base, cast down, humble, of low degree (estate), lowly . 

5012 + of mind + humility + lowliness + humbleness + and humility + with humility + but in lowliness +/ . 
tapeinophrosune {tap-i-nof-ros-oo'-nay}; from a compound of 5011 + down + of low + degree + am base + 
and lowly + them of low + to men of low + to the humble + that are cast + unto the humble +/ and the base 
of 5424 + in understanding + but in understanding +/ ; humiliation of mind, i .e . modesty: --humbleness of 
mind, humility (of mind, loneliness (of mind) . 

5013 + low + of no + Humble + he humbled + in abasing + will humble + shall humble + shall be abased + 
how to be abased + shall be brought + and he that humbleth + and he that shall humble +/ . tapeinoo 
{tap-i-no'-o}; from 5011 + down + of low + degree + am base + and lowly + them of low + to men of low + to 
the humble + that are cast + unto the humble +/ ; to depress; figuratively, to humiliate (in condition or 
heart): --abase, bring low, humble (self) . 



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words 
in the English.

6 - lowly 



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is 
translated from the original Greek and Hebrew.

lowly 5011 ** tapeinos ** base, cast down, humble, of low degree (estate), {lowly}.

lowly 6035 -- \anav -- humble, {lowly}, meek, poor.

lowly 6041 -- \aniy -- afflicted, humble, {lowly}, needy, poor.

lowly 6800 -- tsana\ -- humbly, {lowly}.

slowly 1020 ** braduploeo ** sail {slowly}.



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated 
from the English word.

lowly 5011 tapeinos * {lowly} , {5011 tapeinos } ,

slowly 1020 braduploeo * {slowly} , {1020 braduploeo } ,



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. 
English list of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered
to 5,624 * Unique English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254

* lowly , 5011 ,

- lowly , 6041 , 6800 , 8217 ,

* slowly , 1020 ,



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.

lowly - 5011 base, cast, degree, down, humble, low, {lowly},

slowly - 1020 sailed, {slowly},
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English Concordance to the KJV Bible.

lowly , PSA_138_06 ,

lowly , PRO_03_34 , PRO_11_02 , PRO_16_19,

lowly , ZEC_09_09 ,

slowly , ACT_27_07 ,
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One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

lowly Mat_11_29 # Take my yoke upon you, and learn of me; for I am meek and lowly in heart: and ye shall
find rest unto your souls.

lowly Pro_03_34 # Surely he scorneth the scorners: but he giveth grace unto the lowly.

lowly Pro_11_02 # [When] pride cometh, then cometh shame: but with the lowly [is] wisdom.

lowly Pro_16_19 # Better [it is to be] of an humble spirit with the lowly, than to divide the spoil with the 
proud.

lowly Psa_138_06 # Though the LORD [be] high, yet hath he respect unto the lowly: but the proud he 
knoweth afar off.

lowly Psa_138_06 # Though the LORD [be] high, yet hath he respect unto the lowly: but the proud he 
knoweth afar off.

lowly Zec_09_09 # Rejoice greatly, O daughter of Zion; shout, O daughter of Jerusalem: behold, thy King 
cometh unto thee: he [is] just, and having salvation; lowly, and riding upon an ass, and upon a colt the foal 
of an ass.

slowly Act_27_07 # And when we had sailed slowly many days, and scarce were come over against Cnidus, 
the wind not suffering us, we sailed under Crete, over against Salmone;



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

lowly and riding Zec_09_09 # Rejoice greatly, O daughter of Zion; shout, O daughter of Jerusalem: behold,
thy King cometh unto thee: he [is] just, and having salvation; lowly, and riding upon an ass, and upon a colt
the foal of an ass.

lowly but the Psa_138_06 # Though the LORD [be] high, yet hath he respect unto the lowly: but the proud 
he knoweth afar off.

lowly but the Psa_138_06 # Though the LORD [be] high, yet hath he respect unto the lowly: but the proud 
he knoweth afar off.

lowly in heart Mat_11_29 # Take my yoke upon you, and learn of me; for I am meek and lowly in heart: 
and ye shall find rest unto your souls.

lowly is wisdom Pro_11_02 # [When] pride cometh, then cometh shame: but with the lowly [is] wisdom.

lowly than to Pro_16_19 # Better [it is to be] of an humble spirit with the lowly, than to divide the spoil with
the proud.

lowly Pro_03_34 # Surely he scorneth the scorners: but he giveth grace unto the lowly.

slowly many days Act_27_07 # And when we had sailed slowly many days, and scarce were come over 
against Cnidus, the wind not suffering us, we sailed under Crete, over against Salmone;



Bible Phrases for Individual word studies





Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

lowly ^ Pro_03_34 / lowly /^ 

lowly ^ Zec_09_09 / lowly /^and riding upon an ass, and upon a colt the foal of an ass. 

lowly ^ Psa_138_06 / lowly /^but the proud he knoweth afar off. 

lowly ^ Psa_138_06 / lowly /^but the proud he knoweth afar off. 

lowly ^ Mat_11_29 / lowly /^in heart: and ye shall find rest unto your souls. 

lowly ^ Pro_11_02 / lowly /^is] wisdom. 

lowly ^ Pro_16_19 / lowly /^than to divide the spoil with the proud. 

slowly ^ Act_27_07 / slowly /^many days, and scarce were come over against Cnidus, the wind not suffering
us, we sailed under Crete, over against Salmone; 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies

lowly ......... and lowly 5011 -tapeinos-> 

slowly ......... slowly 1020 -braduploeo-> 



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

lowly Mat_11_29 Take my yoke upon you, and learn of me; for I am meek and {lowly} in heart: and ye shall
find rest unto your souls. 

lowly Pro_16_19 Better [it is to be] of an humble spirit with the {lowly}, than to divide the spoil with the 
proud. 

lowly Pro_03_34 Surely he scorneth the scorners: but he giveth grace unto the {lowly}. 

lowly Pro_11_02 [When] pride cometh, then cometh shame: but with the {lowly} [is] wisdom. 

lowly Psa_138_06 Though the LORD [be] high, yet hath he respect unto the {lowly}: but the proud he 
knoweth afar off. 

lowly Zec_09_09 Rejoice greatly, O daughter of Zion; shout, O daughter of Jerusalem: behold, thy King 
cometh unto thee: he [is] just, and having salvation; {lowly}, and riding upon an ass, and upon a colt the 
foal of an ass. 

slowly Act_27_07 And when we had sailed {slowly} many days, and scarce were come over against Cnidus, 
the wind not suffering us, we sailed under Crete, over against Salmone; 



Bible Word Index with Strong's Number with the full text of each verse

lowly ^ Mat_11_29 Take <0142> (5657) my <3450> yoke <2218> upon <1909> you <5209>, and <2532> 
learn <3129> (5628) of <0575> me <1700>; for <3754> I am <1510> (5748) meek <4235> and <2532> 
{lowly} <5011> in heart <2588>: and <2532> ye shall find <2147> (5692) rest <0372> unto your <5216> 
souls <5590>. 

slowly ^ Act_27_07 And <1161> when we had sailed {slowly} <1020> (5723) <1722> many <2425> days 
<2250>, and <2532> scarce <3433> were come <1096> (5637) over against <2596> Cnidus <2834>, the wind
<0417> not <3361> suffering <4330> (5723) us <2248>, we sailed under <5284> (5656) Crete <2914>, over 
against <2596> Salmone <4534>; 



eBibleSoftware Engineering

Web Suite of Bible Study Tools
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these tools to strengthen your Walk with God
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Bible Word Index with Strong's Number

Language Tranliteration of original language words
lowly Mat_11_29 Take (0142 -airo -) my yoke (2218 -zugos -) upon you , and learn (3129 -manthano -) of me
; for I am (1510 -eimi -) meek (4235 -praios -) and {lowly} (5011 -tapeinos -) in heart (2588 -kardia -):and ye
shall find (2147 -heurisko -) rest (0372 -anapausis -) unto your (5216 -humon -) souls (5590 -psuche -) . 

lowly Pro_03_34 Surely (00518 +)im ) he scorneth (03887 +luwts ) the scorners (03887 +luwts ):but he 
giveth (05414 +nathan ) grace (02580 +chen ) unto the {lowly} (06041 +(aniy ) . 

lowly Pro_11_02 . [ When ] pride (02087 +zadown ) cometh (00935 +bow) ) , then cometh (00935 +bow) ) 
shame (07036 +qalown ):but with the {lowly} (06800 +tsana( ) [ is ] wisdom (02451 +chokmah ) . 

lowly Pro_16_19 . Better (02896 +towb ) [ it is to be ] of an humble (08213 +shaphel ) spirit (07307 +ruwach 
) with the {lowly} (06041 +(aniy ) , than to divide (02505 +chalaq ) the spoil (07998 +shalal ) with the proud 
(01343 +ge)eh ) . 

lowly Psa_138_06 . Though (03588 +kiy ) the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) [ be ] high (07311 +ruwm ) , yet 
hath he respect (07200 +ra)ah ) unto the {lowly} (08217 +shaphal ):but the proud (01364 +gaboahh ) he 
knoweth (03045 +yada( ) afar (04801 +merchaq ) off . 

lowly Zec_09_09 . Rejoice (01523 +giyl ) greatly (03966 +m@(od ) , O daughter (01323 +bath ) of Zion 
(06726 +Tsiyown ) ; shout (07321 +ruwa( ) , O daughter (01323 +bath ) of Jerusalem (03389 
+Y@ruwshalaim ):behold (02009 +hinneh ) , thy King (04428 +melek ) cometh (00935 +bow) ) unto thee:he 
[ is ] just (06662 +tsaddiyq ) , and having salvation (03467 +yasha( ) ; {lowly} (06041 +(aniy ) , and riding 
(07392 +rakab ) upon an ass (02543 +chamowr ) , and upon a colt (05895 +(ayir ) the foal (01121 +ben ) of 
an ass (00860 +)athown ) . 

slowly Act_27_07 And when we had sailed (1020 -braduploeo -) {slowly} (1020 -braduploeo -) many (2425 -
hikanos -) days (2250 -hemera -) , and scarce (3433 -molis -) were come (1096 -ginomai -) over (2596 -kata -)

http://ebiblesoftware.com
http://ebiblesoftware.com


against (2596 -kata -) Cnidus (2834 -Knidos -) , the wind (0417 -anemos -) not suffering (4330 -proseao -) us 
, we sailed (5284 -hupopleo -) under (5284 -hupopleo -) Crete (2914 -Krete -) , over (2596 -kata -) against 
(2596 -kata -) Salmone (4534 -Salmone -) ; 
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lowly , MT , 11:29 lowly , PR , 3:34 , PR , 11:2 , PR , 16:19 lowly , PS , 138:6 lowly , ZEC , 9:9 lowly 5011 # 
tapeinos {tap-i-nos'}; of uncertain derivation; depressed, i.e. (figuratively) humiliated (in circumstances or 
disposition): -- base, cast down, humble, of low degree (estate), {lowly}.[ql slowly 1020 # braduploeo 
{brad-oo-plo-eh'-o}; from 1021 and a prolonged form of 4126; to sail slowly: -- sail {slowly}.[ql smoke 5188 # 
tupho {too'-fo}; apparently a primary verb; to make a smoke, i.e. slowly consume without flame: -- {smoke}.[ql 
lowly Interlinear Index Study lowly PSA 138 006 . Though <03588 +kiy > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > [ be ]
high <07311 +ruwm > , yet hath he respect <07200 +ra>ah > unto the {lowly} <08217 +shaphal > : but the proud 
<01364 +gaboahh > he knoweth <03045 +yada< > afar <04801 +merchaq > off . lowly PRO 003 034 Surely 
<00518 +>im > he scorneth <03887 +luwts > the scorners <03887 +luwts > : but he giveth <05414 +nathan > 
grace <02580 +chen > unto the {lowly} <06041 + . lowly PRO 011 002 . [ When ] pride <02087 +zadown > 
cometh <00935 +bow> > , then cometh <00935 +bow> > shame <07036 +qalown > : but with the {lowly} 
<06800 +tsana< > [ is ] wisdom <02451 +chokmah > . lowly PRO 016 019 . Better <02896 +towb > [ it is to be ] 
of an humble <08213 +shaphel > spirit <07307 +ruwach > with the {lowly} <06041 + , than to divide <02505 
+chalaq > the spoil <07998 +shalal > with the proud <01343 +ge>eh > . lowly ZEC 009 009 . Rejoice <01523 
+giyl > greatly <03966 +m@ , O daughter <01323 +bath > of Zion <06726 +Tsiyown > ; shout <07321 +ruwa< >
, O daughter <01323 +bath > of Jerusalem <03389 +Y@ruwshalaim > : behold <02009 +hinneh > , thy King 
<04428 +melek > cometh <00935 +bow> > unto thee : he [ is ] just <06662 +tsaddiyq > , and having salvation 
<03467 +yasha< > ; {lowly} <06041 + , and riding <07392 +rakab > upon an ass <02543 +chamowr > , and upon
a colt <05895 + the foal <01121 +ben > of an ass <00860 +>athown > . lowly MAT 011 029 Take <0142 -airo -> 
my yoke <2218 -zugos -> upon you , and learn <3129 -manthano -> of me ; for I am <1510 - eimi -> meek <4235 
-praios -> and {lowly} <5011 -tapeinos -> in heart <2588 -kardia -> : and ye shall find <2147 -heurisko -> rest 
<0372 -anapausis -> unto your <5216 -humon -> souls <5590 - psuche -> . slowly ACT 027 007 And when we 
had sailed <1020 -braduploeo -> {slowly} <1020 -braduploeo -> many <2425 -hikanos -> days <2250 - hemera ->
, and scarce <3433 -molis -> were come <1096 -ginomai - > over <2596 -kata -> against <2596 -kata -> Cnidus 
<2834 - Knidos -> , the wind <0417 -anemos -> not suffering <4330 - proseao -> us , we sailed <5284 -hupopleo -
> under <5284 - hupopleo -> Crete <2914 -Krete -> , over <2596 -kata -> against <2596 -kata -> Salmone <4534 
-Salmone -> ; when we had sailed slowly many days * lowly , 5011 , - lowly , 6041 , 6800 , 8217 , * slowly , 1020
, * lowly , 5011 tapeinos , * slowly , 1020 braduploeo , lowly -5011 base, cast, degree, down, humble, low, 
{lowly}, slowly -1020 sailed, {slowly}, lowly -6041 afflicted , humble , {lowly} , poor , lowly -6800 humbly , 
{lowly} , lowly -8217 base , basest , humble , low , lower , {lowly} , lowly 6035 -- \anav -- humble, {lowly}, 
meek, poor. lowly 6041 -- \aniy -- afflicted, humble, {lowly}, needy, poor. lowly 6800 -- tsana\ -- humbly, 
{lowly}. lowly 5011 ** tapeinos ** base, cast down, humble, of low degree (estate), {lowly}. slowly 1020 ** 
braduploeo ** sail {slowly}. lowly ......... and lowly 5011 -tapeinos-> slowly ......... slowly 1020 -braduploeo-> 
lowly 6035 ## Though the LORD [be] high, yet hath he respect unto the {lowly}: but the proud he knoweth afar 
off. lowly Surely he scorneth the scorners: but he giveth grace unto the {lowly}. lowly When] pride cometh, then 
cometh shame: but with the {lowly} [is] wisdom. lowly Better [it is to be] of an humble spirit with the {lowly}, 
than to divide the spoil with the proud. lowly Rejoice greatly, O daughter of Zion; shout, O daughter of Jerusalem:
behold, thy King cometh unto thee: he [is] just, and having salvation; {lowly}, and riding upon an ass, and upon a 
colt the foal of an ass. lowly Take my yoke upon you, and learn of me; for I am meek and {lowly} in heart: and ye
shall find rest unto your souls. 



lowly , MT , 11:29 lowly , PR , 3:34 , PR , 11:2 , PR , 16:19 lowly , PS , 138:6 lowly , ZEC , 9:9 



lowly 5011 # tapeinos {tap-i-nos'}; of uncertain derivation; depressed, i.e. (figuratively) humiliated (in 
circumstances or disposition): -- base, cast down, humble, of low degree (estate), {lowly}.[ql slowly 1020 # 
braduploeo {brad-oo-plo-eh'-o}; from 1021 and a prolonged form of 4126; to sail slowly: -- sail {slowly}.[ql 
smoke 5188 # tupho {too'-fo}; apparently a primary verb; to make a smoke, i.e. slowly consume without flame: -- 
{smoke}.[ql



* lowly , 5011 tapeinos , * slowly , 1020 braduploeo ,



lowly -5011 base, cast, degree, down, humble, low, {lowly}, slowly -1020 sailed, {slowly},



lowly -6041 afflicted , humble , {lowly} , poor , lowly -6800 humbly , {lowly} , lowly -8217 base , basest , 
humble , low , lower , {lowly} ,



lowly 6035 -- \anav -- humble, {lowly}, meek, poor. lowly 6041 -- \aniy -- afflicted, humble, {lowly}, needy, 
poor. lowly 6800 -- tsana\ -- humbly, {lowly}. lowly 5011 ** tapeinos ** base, cast down, humble, of low degree 
(estate), {lowly}. slowly 1020 ** braduploeo ** sail {slowly}.





lowly ......... and lowly 5011 -tapeinos-> slowly ......... slowly 1020 -braduploeo->



lowly 6035 ##
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lowly Interlinear Index Study lowly PSA 138 006 . Though <03588 +kiy > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > [ be ]
high <07311 +ruwm > , yet hath he respect <07200 +ra>ah > unto the {lowly} <08217 +shaphal > : but the proud 
<01364 +gaboahh > he knoweth <03045 +yada< > afar <04801 +merchaq > off . lowly PRO 003 034 Surely 
<00518 +>im > he scorneth <03887 +luwts > the scorners <03887 +luwts > : but he giveth <05414 +nathan > 
grace <02580 +chen > unto the {lowly} <06041 + . lowly PRO 011 002 . [ When ] pride <02087 +zadown > 
cometh <00935 +bow> > , then cometh <00935 +bow> > shame <07036 +qalown > : but with the {lowly} 
<06800 +tsana< > [ is ] wisdom <02451 +chokmah > . lowly PRO 016 019 . Better <02896 +towb > [ it is to be ] 
of an humble <08213 +shaphel > spirit <07307 +ruwach > with the {lowly} <06041 + , than to divide <02505 
+chalaq > the spoil <07998 +shalal > with the proud <01343 +ge>eh > . lowly ZEC 009 009 . Rejoice <01523 
+giyl > greatly <03966 +m@ , O daughter <01323 +bath > of Zion <06726 +Tsiyown > ; shout <07321 +ruwa< >
, O daughter <01323 +bath > of Jerusalem <03389 +Y@ruwshalaim > : behold <02009 +hinneh > , thy King 
<04428 +melek > cometh <00935 +bow> > unto thee : he [ is ] just <06662 +tsaddiyq > , and having salvation 
<03467 +yasha< > ; {lowly} <06041 + , and riding <07392 +rakab > upon an ass <02543 +chamowr > , and upon
a colt <05895 + the foal <01121 +ben > of an ass <00860 +>athown > . lowly MAT 011 029 Take <0142 -airo -> 
my yoke <2218 -zugos -> upon you , and learn <3129 -manthano -> of me ; for I am <1510 - eimi -> meek <4235 
-praios -> and {lowly} <5011 -tapeinos -> in heart <2588 -kardia -> : and ye shall find <2147 -heurisko -> rest 
<0372 -anapausis -> unto your <5216 -humon -> souls <5590 - psuche -> . slowly ACT 027 007 And when we 
had sailed <1020 -braduploeo -> {slowly} <1020 -braduploeo -> many <2425 -hikanos -> days <2250 - hemera ->
, and scarce <3433 -molis -> were come <1096 -ginomai - > over <2596 -kata -> against <2596 -kata -> Cnidus 
<2834 - Knidos -> , the wind <0417 -anemos -> not suffering <4330 - proseao -> us , we sailed <5284 -hupopleo -
> under <5284 - hupopleo -> Crete <2914 -Krete -> , over <2596 -kata -> against <2596 -kata -> Salmone <4534 
-Salmone -> ;



when we had sailed slowly many days 



lowly Zec_09_09 /^{lowly /and riding upon an ass , and upon a colt the foal of an ass . lowly Psa_138_06 
/^{lowly /but the proud he knoweth afar off . lowly Mat_11_29 /${lowly /in heart : and ye shall find rest unto your
souls . lowly Pro_11_02 /^{lowly /is wisdom . lowly Pro_16_19 /^{lowly /than to divide the spoil with the proud .
slowly Act_27_07 /${slowly /many days , and scarce were come over against Cnidus , the wind not suffering us , 
we sailed under Crete , over against Salmone ;



lowly 6 -



* lowly , 5011 , - lowly , 6041 , 6800 , 8217 , * slowly , 1020 , 



lowly Though the LORD [be] high, yet hath he respect unto the {lowly}: but the proud he knoweth afar off. lowly 
Surely he scorneth the scorners: but he giveth grace unto the {lowly}. lowly When] pride cometh, then cometh 
shame: but with the {lowly} [is] wisdom. lowly Better [it is to be] of an humble spirit with the {lowly}, than to 
divide the spoil with the proud. lowly Rejoice greatly, O daughter of Zion; shout, O daughter of Jerusalem: 
behold, thy King cometh unto thee: he [is] just, and having salvation; {lowly}, and riding upon an ass, and upon a 
colt the foal of an ass. lowly Take my yoke upon you, and learn of me; for I am meek and {lowly} in heart: and ye
shall find rest unto your souls.
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